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Using the quenched, reduced form of large-N field theories, we show that it is possible to directly measure momentum- 
space Green functions, via Monte Carlo, without going through the intermediate step of measurement in position space plus 
Fourier transformation. This promises to be a useful tool for investigating the infrared structure of planar field theories. As 
an application (and tes0 of the method, we compute mass-gaps in the quenched U(N) × U(N) lattice chiral model, inD = 1 
and 2 dimensions. 
In this letter we wish to point  out  an intriguing ap- 
plication of  the quenched reduction method [ 1 - 3 ]  to 
the numerical study of  large-N field theories. In stan- 
dard Monte Carlo studies, it  is customary to extract  
quantities of  interest, such as mass-gaps and string ten- 
sions, from observables which fall off exponential ly 
with distance, such as (position-space) Green functions 
and Wilson loops. Unfortunately,  because of  the expo- 
nential falloff, the separation of  signal from noise in a 
Monte Carlo experiment often requires prohibitively 
large amounts of  computer  time, when distance scales 
greater than a few correlation lengths are involved. 
We will show here that this problem can be circum- 
vented to some extent  in the quenched, reduced for- 
mulation, by the direct calculation of  momentum- 
space Green functions. 
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Consider, for example, extracting the mass-gap in 
the U(A D × U(N) lattice chiral model. The two-point 
function of  this model, in the quenched reduced for- 
mulation, is given by 
G(x)=N-2(Tr  U(x) U+(0))=~2 S ( I ~  dDpa)  
- n  a=l 
X ~expt i (p~-p~)x~]{UijUj+}red,  (1) 
l! 
where 
×exp(   (2) 
t~ ab 
(no sum over i, j).  Applying a simple Fourier  transfor- 
mation,  this gives 
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a(p) = ~ G(x) e x p ( - i p "  x) 
x 
=N-2 7 ~a ( - ~  i l l  dDpa 13(2rr) D 6 D [ p - ( p i - p j ) ]  
- -  Tr  
X (Uij [//+)red- (3) 
Alternatively, in the N-+  o~ limit, we can replace the 
integration over the (Pa"} by the choice of  a single, 
uniformly distributed set of  N "master momenta"  
{p~*} (see refs. [3,4] for details), in which case 
G(p* - p?) = (Vii U/+)red, (4) 
where ( )*ed means to evaluate the reduced matrix 
elements in (2) using a particular set of  master mo- 
menta {p*"}. 
Now of course the long-distance behavior of  G(x), 
x -+ oo is controlled by the infrared behavior of  G(P), 
p -+ 0. And from (3) or (4) we see that G(p), p -+ 0 is 
obtained from the expectation value of the quantity 
(UifU~/i)red, (pi - P]) -+ O. The crucial point is that, 
unlike G(x) = (Tr U(x) U+(0))/N 2, which falls off  ex- 
ponentially as x -+ 0% the expectation value (Ui/U~ii)re d 
approaches a constant as (pi - P]) -+ O, for any non- 
zero mass gap. This makes G(p), p -+ 0 much easier to 
measure, in principle, than G(x) at large x. In particu- 
lar, if we make a simple one-pole approximation for 
the lattice propagator 
o - l ( p )  ~ (const.) × (t~ 2 + I12), 
D 
i~ 2 = 2 13  (1 -- cospu) ,  (5) 
g= l  
then 
la 2 = G-l(o)(dG-1/dp21g=O) -1 , (6) 
so that we need only the value and slope of  G - l ( p )  
near fi2 = 0 to determine the mass-gap. The validity of  
the one-pole approximation (5) is checked if G - l ( p )  
is well approximated by a straight line. 
In practice, we divide p-space into a large number 
M (~  50) of  subvolumes V m (m = 1 ..... M), and mea- 
sure the average value of  G(P) in each subvolume, i.e. 
1 fdDp Am(p ) C(p) (7) Gm = ~mm ~ 
Am(p ) = 1 , p in subvolume m ,  
(7 cont 'd) 
= 0 ,  otherwise, 
is the average of  G(p) in subvolume m. Then from eq. 
(3) we have 
1 13 Gm f dD pa (2rr)D = ij I 'm ] ( p i  - P j ) ]  
+ 
X (Ui/U/i)red, (8) 
which is to be calculated by the Monte Carlo method. 
The procedure for evaluating (8) is by a Monte Car- 
lo-within-a-Monte Carlo, i.e. a sequence of  Monte Carlo 
evaluations of  eq. (2), with each evaluation using a 
different set of  quenched momenta {Pa}, a = 1 ..... N. 
Each set of  quenched momenta is generated stochasti- 
cally with uniform weighting in the D-dimensional p- 
space volume -Tr ~<pU ~< n,/a = 1, ..., D. Denote the 
kth set of  quenched momenta by (pa(k)}, k -- 1 .... , K, 
and let (Uij U~ii) k denote the expectation value of  
(UijU1. ~) in the'" kth quenched momenta set. Then 
K 
Gin--± I3 13<vijO 
K g=-I n(m, k) i•j 
is the value of  Gm determined from the sequence of  
Monte Carlo's, where 
n(m, k) = 13 Am(p}k) - p(k)) (10) 
i:/q 
is the number of  relative momenta p}k) _ p}k) in the 
kth momenta set which lie in the ruth subvolume of  
p-space. 
Let ~2(m) denote the average value o f ~  2 in the 
subvolume m. The last step in finding the mass-gap/~ 
is to plot Gm 1 as a function of/~2(rn), and extract/.t 2 
from eq. (6). 
For the D = 1 dimensional chiral model, we have 
defined the mth subvolume to be the range (m = 1 ..... 
50) 
~o(m - 1) rr < IPl ~< s'~-gmrr, (1 1) 
with 
/~2(m) = 2{1 - cos[s-!6(m - 1/2) rr]}. (12) 
Following the procedure outlined above, we have corn- 
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Fig. 1. The inverse two-point function G -1 (p) versus ff 2 at 
N -- 30, D = 1 dimension, for couplings h = 1, 2 and 3. Each 
data point represents the average of G-1 (p) in a small subin- 
terval V m. For points without error bars, the error is less than 
the size of the solid dot. 
puted G(p)  and It2 throughout  the range of  couplings 
=N[[3. In fig. 1 we show our results for G - I ( p )  as a 
function of/32 (or, strictly speaking, Gm I versus i~2(m)) 
for coupling values k = 1,2, 3 and N = 30. The coupling 
k -- 1 is in the weak-coupling region, X = 3 is at strong- 
coupling, and ), = 2 is the third order Gross -Wi t ten  
transition point  [5]. In all three cases the data is fit  
quite well by a straight line, and It2 can be extracted 
from (6). The straight line is a least-squares fit for the 
values 1 ~< m ~< 20 [note that the diagonal (i =/') con- 
tributions at i~ = 0 are excluded].  The error bars are 
calculated by assuming the contr ibut ions for different 
sets {pa (k)} to be statistically independent  (which was 
verified from standard X 2 analysis). In general, we 
found 30 sets of  momenta  f o r N =  10 and 10 sets for 
N = 20 and 30 to be sufficient. For  each set of  mo- 
menta we found that  100 updates of  the full matrix 
was enough to remove dependence on the initial con- 
ditions, with data taken on the subsequent 300 sweeps. 
The matrices were updated following Okawa's [6] pro- 
cedure. 
Since the leading corrections to the N = oo result 
for It at finite N are expected to be of  order 1/IV (in 
the quenched model),  we have fit our data for N = 10, 
20, 30 to the assumed form 
It = Itoo + c / N .  (13) 
In fig. 2 we show typical extrapolat ions for ;~ = 2 in 
D = 1 dimensions, and ;~ = 2.5 in D -- 2 dimensions 
(see below). The data is fit quite well by a straight 
line, so the extrapolat ion to N = oo seems reliable. In 
fig. 3 we plot  the extrapolated mass-gap It= versus 
(3]N = X -1 ,  compared against the exact Gross-Wit ten  
result. The agreement is clearly very good. Similar ex- 
cellent agreement was found for the extrapolated ex- 
pectat ion values of  the action. 
As the computer  t ime available to us was rather 
limited, we were unable to carry out a thorough calcu- 
lation of  It versus ) - 1  in D = 2 dimensions, to check 
for the proper  scaling according to asymptotic  free- 
dom. We have, however, computed  the mass-gap at a 
few selected values of  ), to check the practicali ty of 
our method  in D = 2 dimensions. In the two-dimen- 
sional case, we have defined the mth  subvolume as the 
1.0 
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Fig. 2. Extrapolation of the mass-gap/~ to N = 0% from data at 
N = 10, 20 and 30. Data shown is for k = 2 haD = 1 dimension, 
and h = 2.5 in D = 2 dimensions. 
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Fig, 3. Mass-gap/z~o as a function of 2k - 1  in D = 1 dimension. 
Solid dots are the (extrapolated) data points; the curve is the 
exact Gross-Witten result. 
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Fig. 4. G - I  (p) versus/3 "2 a tN = 30 inD = 2 dimensions, at 
X = 4.44 (strong coupling), and X = 2.5 (weak coupling). 
subspace in which 
~ ( m - 1 ) < ~ 2 ~ < ~ m  ( l ~ < m ~ < 5 0 ) .  (14) 
The reason for the different choice of  Vm, compared 
to (11), is to avoid that n(m, k) becomes too strongly 
dependent  on m. 
In fig. 4 we plot  G - I ( p )  versus/~ 2 at X = 4.44 and 
X = 2.5, in the strong- and weak-crossover coupling re- 
gions, respectively, a t N  = 30. Once again, the data for 
G - l ( f i 2 )  is fit  very well by a straight line. The mass- 
gaps at N = oo, extrapolated from data at N = 10, 20 
and 30 (see fig. 2) were determined to be 
poo = 1.19-+ 0 . 0 6 ,  ?~ = 4 . 4 4 ,  
/.too = 0.15 + 0 .04 ,  X = 2 .5 ,  (15) 
in units of  inverse latt ice spacing ,1. The data point  at 
X = 2.5 required l~h  CP time on the CYBER 172. 
Das and Kogut [7] have previously computed  the 
position-space two-point  function G(x) in the twisted 
:I:1 At very strong coupling (k = 10) the statistics did not 
allow for meaningful extrapolation toN = oo. 
reduced U(N) × U(N) chiral model,  via Monte Carlo, 
and found surprising non-analytic behavior [G(x) < 0 
for some x]  near the crossover. Klinkhamer [8] has 
recently suggested an explanation for the apparent  
non-analyticity in the Monte Carlo data, based on non- 
trivial extrema of  the twisted, reduced action. In the 
quenched, reduced model  used in this paper there was 
no sign of  non-analyticity,  at least not  at the couplings 
where we have measured. In fact, G(p)  seems to be fit 
remarkably well in D = 1 and 2 dimensions by the one- 
pole ansatz (5). 
We believe that the method outlined above can pro- 
vide an accurate determination, not  only of  masses, 
but  also effective couplings def'med from appropriate 
three- and four-point momentum-space Green func- 
tions, for a variety of  large-N matr ix models. For  QCD, 
in particular, it would be especially interesting to mea- 
sure the product  of  Bars' corner variables [9] 
W[(p~ - p l )  x, (p~ - io7) y] 
= (Bixl'yB/yk B~xlyBliyx)red , (16) 
which can be recognized as the momentum-space ver- 
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sion of rectangular L × I~ Wilson loops via the relation 
d°P pk)XL] 
I¢[CLw] = f ~a (21r) D ijkl exp[i(pi - 
/°iJ °]k°kl °li \ . (17) X exp [i(Pl - pj)YW] 'J-'xy °yx ~xy Dyx'red 
In practice one would evaluate W(px, py) by averaging 
over many sets of quenched momenta, as in the treat- 
ment of the chiral model above. The behavior of 
W(p x, pY)at p-+ 0 may shed some light on the proper 
expression, in momentum space, of the QCD confine- 
ment criterion. 
One drawback to the momentum-space method 
which should be mentioned is the restriction to the 
quenched reduced formulation, which is cumbersome 
to apply numerically, and which has much larger finite- 
size (ffmite-A r) effects than the twisted reduced formu- 
lation. It  was seen in fig. 2 that substantial 1IN devia- 
tions in the 2D chiral model can be isolated and elim- 
inated by a straightforward extrapolation procedure. 
The feasibility of this sort of procedure, in terms of 
computer time, for SU(°°) gauge theory in D = 4 di- 
mensions remains to be seen. 
Another point is that the extraction of a mass-gap 
requires some assumptions about the form of the two- 
point function, since the p -~ 0 limit does not auto- 
matically single out the lowest mass excitation. In this 
paper we have fit G - I ( p )  to a straight line, i.e. the one- 
pole ansatz (5). The justification for this ansatz is sim- 
ply that the data itself is so obviously linear, not just 
near p = 0 but over at least half the momentum range 
for the D = 1 and 2 dimensional chiral models (see fig. 
4). Now the general form of a two-point function, in- 
volving bound states, thresholds, etc., is rather compli- 
cated, so the linearity for the D = 2 model is somewhat 
surprising. The success of the one-pole ansatz may be 
at least partially explained by the recent result of 
Wiegmann [ 10], showing that multiparticle bound 
states disappear at N = oo in the 2D SU(N) × SU(Af) 
chiral model. In other theories, of course, the higher 
excitations would contribute, and a more complicated 
ansatz for G - I ( p )  may be required. It should be noted 
that "contamination" of the two-point function with 
higher excitations is also a problem in standard Monte 
Carlo simulations. In principle this contamination can 
be eliminated, in standard simulations, by measure- 
ments at sufficiently large distance scales; but then the 
signal from the lowest excitation may also sink into 
the noise. In future studies with the momentum-space 
method, it would be interesting to try a best-fit of 
G - I ( p )  to a multiple-pole ansatz 
G - l ( p )  = , (18) 
to allow for (and f'md the mass o0 the higher excita- 
tions. 
The computations on the RBK CYBER 172 were 
made possible through the courtesy of the Department 
of Physics at the University of Oslo, and we are very 
grateful to Kjell Aashamar for arranging this. 
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